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Words speak mind of a person. Studies have shown that people learn many things by watching 
television and also get influenced by the media role models. As soap operas are popular means 
of communication on Television the portrayal of women in these soaps by the artists can 
influence the society to a greater extent particularly women audiences. Taking this point in to 
account the current study aims at identifying the all possible ways in which women are 
portrayed   in Telugu soap operas and its influence on soap opera viewers. The aim of this 
study was to investigate projection of women in Telugu soap operas in different roles and 
characters. This study focuses up on the how women are being portrayed in soap operas and 
how do the common women who watch them on small screen feel about them. The data 
consisted of content analysis of female characters in randomly picked up episodes of the 
selected Telugu soap operas and a survey with the soap operas viewers was designed to obtain 
a general background regarding women's identification with soap operas and their portrayal . 
The findings obtained through content analysis of Telugu soaps suggest that the Women in 
majority of serials are portrayed negatively; soaps are mainly focusing on promoting the 
ideology of radical feminism in the portrayal of its female characters. The data obtained 
through the survey indicates that soap opera audiences are not passive, they are critical about 
the content particularly the portrayal of the  values and viewers are not influenced by such 
negative portrayal but a perception shared by a selection is that there is a likelihood of some 
audience being influenced by such portrayal. 
KEYWORDS : Telugu Soap-operas, Women’s language, Viewers perceptions, content 
examination, indecent language, homemakers. 
 
Introduction  

Media is a powerful tool for change. Being inexpensive and easy to access, Television 
has spread rapidly all over the world. Among the other programmes on Television, “soap 
operas” enjoy immense popularity and following. The genre stands out from other television 
programme types as one in which the audience invests both time and involvement, building 
relationships with characters over time. The year 1930 is a land mark year in the history of 
“Soap opera” and denotes the beginning of this popular genre of Television. This is the year 
when the American press coined its first serialized domestic radio dramas as “Soap opera” and 
from then onwards this extraordinarily popular genre has been dominating Television all over 
the world. ‘Soap operas’ are no doubt popular because the expectations about the genre are 
based on personal experiences, and the individual nature of each soap opera is created through 
an established long-term familiarity; this is the main reason for its success. The target group of 
this genre is ‘Women’. Media are very effective, powerful and influential in disseminating 
new knowledge, useful for behavior change among women, thus influencing women’s 
thinking and attitude as well. Hum Log in 1987, which reached an audience of 80 million, 
promoted smaller families and equal status for women. Humraahi focused on the rights of 
women to equal education and employment, to choose their own partners, and to determine 
whether and when to have children. The exposure of woman to media, portrayal of women in 
media, are some of the important dimensions to be analyzed to examine the role of media in 
shaping women’s attitude.  This paper is concerned with investigating the projection of 
women’s language and the influence of media role models on women audiences.  Since soap 
operas rely heavily on authentic representations of their characters in order to maintain the 
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loyalty of a mainly female audience (Geraghty 1991:9), they provide an excellent medium for 
the current research concerns. Furthermore, as written dialogue in television shows needs to 
reflect authentic language use, the construction of these texts is inevitably a reflection of 
internalised perceptions and assumptions about female speech patterns (Biber & Burges 
2000:23; Tannen & Lakoff 1994:139). The present  study focused on the region based 
identification of language, usage of polite or indecent language by women role models in the 
selected soap operas and viewers perceptions on them for this purpose this paper analyses 
female language usage in Telugu Soap opera 

Review of Literature  

There is imposingly large amount of literature available on soap opera audience research. 
Many studies have been conducted globally, nationally to study the impact of soap operas on 
different categories and age groups of audiences. Very few studies have been conducted on 
socio-economic, psychological and cultural impact of soap operas. The review of literature 
presented bellow indicates that though there are significant number of studies that have been 
conducted to know the influence of soap operas on its viewers socially, economically, 
culturally and psychologically but there very few studies conducted on analyzing the portrayal 
of language and usage in serials particularly in a country like India where values are given 
most importance and in the both the Telugu states which is selected for this study.  

Allen (1985) in “Speaking of Soap Operas” undertakes a re-examination of the production 
and consumption of soap operas through the use of a unique investigatory model based on 
contemporary poetics and reader-response theory. Speaking of Soap Operas is based on the 
author's own experiences as a soap opera viewer; extensive interviews with soap opera 
writers, producers, and actors; and the papers of Irna Phillips, creator of dozens of successful 
ratio and television soap operas. Drawing also upon trade publications, popular periodicals, 
and broadcast archives, this work is an important contribution to the field of mass 
communication. 

Geraghty (1991) in his study on “Women and soap opera:  a study of prime time soaps”  did 
a key analysis of the major soaps including Brookside, Coronation Street And Eastenders. It 
examines in depth the nature of change in soaps. In the 1980s soaps gained new audiences and 
increased attention from the media and academics. Using the research to date and 
developments in film and TV theory, the author deals with definitions of what soap is, and, 
what it is not. The work also addresses how women have been represented in soap operas and 
whether they exist in the centre or the periphery. It also looks at how and why the genre has 
been stretched to attract new audiences. Author also acknowledges that soaps please viewers 
but frustrate theorists and academics. It also suggests that as soaps change they may lose the 
core of their traditionally female audience. Women cease to be at the centre of the personal 
sphere which is the home of the soap opera. 

Shoma Munshi’s (2009) “Prime Time Soap Operas on Indian Television” is the first of its 
kind to examine prime time soap operas on Indian television.  It examines five prime time 
soaps, and argues that this particular genre of popular culture provides important resources for 
insights into contemporary social issues and practices. Focusing on the complex constructions 
of family, tradition, 'Indian-ness' and gender, the book also analyzes narrative structures of 
soaps in the context of their fractured and never-ending time frames and plot outlines. 
Meticulously researched and persuasively argued this study tracks how prime time soaps in 
India have made the small screen a big medium in reaching out to people.  

Shashi and Shradha (2010) analyzed the portrayal of women in TV serials and the impact of 
these serials on the viewers of Jammu. The researchers selected the interview method to 
collect the data. Their findings suggest that very little variety of realism was found in the 
projection of women by Indian media. The qualitative analysis revealed that many women 
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respondents were agreed that serials had great impact on their thought. Respondents also 
admitted that fact that they gained confidence and learnt the way to organize their homes. 

The most influential theory on women’s language was developed by Robin Lakoff  in her 
book “Language and Woman’s place” (1973). Using introspection only, Lakoff identifies 
several interrelated features of ‘women’s speech’, among them super‐politeness, avoidance of 
profane language and heightened indirectness. Lakoff argues that this language style both 
reflects and contributes to the oppressed role of women in a patriarchal world, as women are 
pressured into adopting the features which are deemed non‐assertive and as a consequence, 
have to assume a demeaning position in society (Lakoff 2004:77‐85).   The overall effect of 
women’s language, Lakoff claims, is that it “submerges a woman’s personal identity, by 
denying her the means of expressing herself strongly, on the one hand, and encouraging 
expressions that suggest triviality in subject‐matter and uncertainty about it” (Lakoff 1973: 
48).  

 Women and Soap Operas 

While female stereotypes are supposedly represented throughout all forms of media, the soap 
opera genre is particularly interesting for investigating this assumption. In his book about the 
meaning of soap operas, Allen (1985:9) defines them as dramatic serial programs that are 
concerned with domestic crisis, often featuring little action but much sentiment. Soap operas 
deal with thoughts and practical experiences of everyday life and, as Hobson (2003:29) 
claims, “it is the way that individual characters handle their lives and the way that their actions 
and experiences resonate with the experiences of the audience that forges the bond between 
the characters in the drama and the audience.” 

Initially aimed at suburban housewives by providing them with identifiable characters and 
morally relevant storylines (Brown 1994:46), soap operas are now a universal form of popular 
television that depends heavily on a close and continuous relationship between women 
audiences and the multiple female characters on offer. Geraghty (1991:17) explains that the 
shows aim to provide identification with different aspects of the lives of several characters, 
rather than depending on central figures. Hobson (2003:82) concurs, stating that the 
characters deal with the resolution and negotiation of real‐life problems and therefore provide 
points of recognition for many women viewers. Thus the characters need to reflect women’s 
real‐life experiences as well as the expected language with which they can identify. 

Weatherall (1996:61) claims that “the language used in television provides widely available 
representations of language use in the real world.” Furthermore, studies that have investigated 
linguistic sex roles on television have shown that men dominate women in a way that can also 
be found in real‐life language use (Wober quoted in Weatherall 1996:61).  

AIM  OF THE  STUDY 

The aim of this study is to investigate representations of women's in Telugu soap operas. The 
study focused on the region based identification of portrayal of women, usage of polite or 
indecent language by women role models in the selected soap operas and viewers perceptions 
on them.  

OBJECTIVES  OF THE  STUDY 

� To identify and analyze the content of various serials in relation to the 
representation of women’s telecast in different Telugu television channels 

� To examine the portrayal of culture in these serials. 
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� To find out perceptions of homemakers about the content and representation of 
Women in these soap operas 

SIGNIFICANCE  OF THE  STUDY 
The content of most of the soap operas is raising concerns all across the nation. Soap 

opera content, artists, viewers and makers are always been widely discussed everywhere.  
Many studies have proved Television viewing can give positive and negative results if the 
women are exposed to constant unhealthy content through Television soaps it can lead to the 
damage of the strong traditional and socio, cultural values of the Indian society as women play 
key role in shaping the strong nation. But point is totally missing in contents of the most of the 
contemporary soap operas. Most of the soap operas are for and about women, and the 
researcher wanted to discover why it gives pleasure to millions of women and to relate that 
insight to the practice of socio-cultural values in their daily life and the effects language used 
in these soap operas on its women viewers.  

Soap’s representation of women and values invites a serious challenge. And this 
naturally, needs a reexamination of these soap operas in relation to representation of  Women 
in Telugu language soap operas.    Hence, it is proposed to conduct a research study 
encompassing some of the above issues. Accordingly a research study is formulated as follows 
“Portrayal of women’s in Telugu soap operas” 

 
RESEARCH APPROACH  
The research questions make it imperative to adopt both qualitative and quantitative research 
approaches. Based on the TRP’s of the year 2010, this study analysed Content of four top 
rated serials Mogalirekullu (Gemini TV), Muddu Bidda (Zee TV), Chandramuki (E TV) and 
Anna Chellellu (Maa TV) qualitatively and quantitatively. Out of the four selected serials 
three serials Mogalirekullu, Muddu bidda and Chandramuki have completed more than 1500 
episodes and Anna Chellellu serial completed 600 episodes. Out of 1500 episodes from the 
three serials 150 episodes were selected for analysis for both qualitative and quantitative way 
and 50 from Anna chellellu. 

Apart from Content analysis this study also includes a survey conducted with a sample of 300 
participants from three regions of both the Telugu sates. The survey was conducted in three 
regions (Costal Andhra, Rayalasema and Telengana) with the sample size of 100 from each 
region during the months of June and July of 2013. The researcher spent one week in each 
district to gather the data. Two districts from each region one urban and one rural area have 
been purposively selected for the study.  In depth Interviews with these soap operas directors 
were also conducted for achieving set objective.  

DATA  COLLECTION  TOOLS 

The following tools were used for data collection.  

a) Observation: Selected soaps have been observed for proper understanding of the 
content both qualitatively and quantitatively.  

b) Questionnaires: Self-administered questionnaires were used to collect the data related 
to the opinions of the soap opera makers of these selected serials  

c) In-depth Interviews: With the soap opera directors was conducted. Self-administered 
questionnaire was prepared to know the intentions of the directors over the usage of 
language in soap operas.  
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Sample selected for the Content Analysis of Study of each serial: Table: 1 

S No Serial Name Channel 
Name 

Episodes 
Completed 
More than.. 

Sample 

1 Mogalirekullu 
 (Petals of Screw 
pine tree flowers) 

Gemini TV 1500 150 

2 Muddu Bidda   
(Loving child) 

Zee TV 1500 150 

3 Chandramuki E TV 1500 150 
4 Anna Chellellu 

(Sister Brother) 
Maa TV 0600 050 

 Total 4 Channels 5,100 500 
 

Scope and limitations 

Researcher used purposive sample for this study which invites the problem of external 
validity. So the results of this study cannot be generalized across the entire population of 
Telangana and AP. The study is an attempt to provide a broad way to explain the 
phenomenon, which was not deep enough. Due to limitation of resources, this study used a 
limited sample and was subjected only to homemakers. 

Data analysis and interpretation 

General Profile of the sample:  A vast majority of respondents (83%) are between the age 
group of 25 to 45 years. In the sample an overwhelming (93.7%) respondents watch fiction 
based programmes like daily serials regularly.  

Viewing pattern : In all the areas of research there is a good viewership for soap operas. Most 
of the soap opera viewers are middle aged homemakers. Out of the four serials selected for the 
study, Mogalirekullu was liked by most of the viewers for its presentation and content in 
relation to social, cultural, economic values compared with other three soaps Chandramukii, 
Muddu Bidda and Anna Chellellu.  

Homemakers prefer family oriented soaps than love stories but they complain that all the 
stories start with love angle and end with family fights.  

Viewer’s main purpose behind watching soap operas is time pass but there are few 
respondents who admitted their addiction.  
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Telugu Soaps Selected for study: 
do content analysis to know the viewer’s perceptions about
economic values in them. Out of these four serials three are top rated they are Mogalirekullu, 
Chandramuki, Muddu Bidda and one is below average serial Anna Chellellu selected from the 
four Telugu entertainment channe

All the participants watch the four serials selected for the study. Among the sample most of 
the participants watch Mogalirekullu which stands in first position with 49.7% of viewership. 
Second highly viewed serial is Chandramuki from E TV with 25%; third and four positions 
were occupied by Muddu Bidda 14.7% and Anna Chellulu10.7%. (Please see below)
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Portrayal of socio-cultural values
mostly negative in Telugu soaps. Family relationships like mother in law and daughter in law, 
husband and wife and respect towards elders in family and other family members, honesty 
between husband and wife are mostly portrayed in negative way to attract the attention of the 
audience towards the soap and highlighting the negatives mostly bad content for long time to 
retain viewer’s attention for the sack of TRP’s.

Table 1: Soap Operas are portraying Social , cultural values

Portrayal of values in Soap 

Total Neutral

103 
226 

45.6 100 

25 
74 

33.8 100 

128 
300 

42.7 100 

Women working from home are self
homemade food products and running chit funds etc…

The data in Table 1 reveals that 42.7% of the respondents feel that values in soaps are shown 
in both the ways positively and even negatively. But a thirty eight percentage (38%) of 
respondent very clearly mentioned that the values are mostly negative in n
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cultural values: Social values and family relationships are portrayed 
gu soaps. Family relationships like mother in law and daughter in law, 

husband and wife and respect towards elders in family and other family members, honesty 
between husband and wife are mostly portrayed in negative way to attract the attention of the 

ience towards the soap and highlighting the negatives mostly bad content for long time to 
retain viewer’s attention for the sack of TRP’s. 

Table 1: Soap Operas are portraying Social , cultural values

               Viewers
Portrayal of values in Soap opera 

Positive Negative Neutral 

Home 
maker

Respons
e 

43 80 

Per cent 19.0 35.4  

Workin
g from 
home

Respons
e 

15 34 

Per cent 20.3 45.9  

Total

Respons
e 

58 114 

Per cent 19.3 38.0  

working from home are self-employed with occupations like stitching, selling 
homemade food products and running chit funds etc… 

The data in Table 1 reveals that 42.7% of the respondents feel that values in soaps are shown 
in both the ways positively and even negatively. But a thirty eight percentage (38%) of 
respondent very clearly mentioned that the values are mostly negative in n
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19.3% percentage felt they are shown positively.   

Missing cultural ethos  

Cultural values are mostly misrepresented in all soaps, it is observed in content analysis that 
disrespectful language by almost all the characters in soaps is a common element. It was 
identified that the major relationships of family like wife and husband, mother-in-law and 
daughter-in-law’s conversations are always disrespectful and fully filled with violence 
provoking statements. It was also observed that the content writers portray about customs, 
traditions, respect to god, love and affection between family members only during festivals 
and functions and rest of the days the routine family fights and drama continues.  

Viewers are watching what they like rather than what they need. The survey and focused 
group discussions revealed that soaps operas have loyal fan following but as the soaps mostly 
portraying negative content most of the respondents raised concern for negative influence of 
soaps operas on some section of the audience. The bellow Table 2 gives these details. 

Portrayal of cultural values in soap operas 

Table 2:  

                  Viewers 
Representation of Cultural Values 

Total Positive Negative Neutral 

OCC 

Home 
maker 

Respons
e 

43 80 103 
226 

Per cent 19.0 35.4 45.6 100 

Working 
from home 

Respons
e 

15 34 25 
74 

Per cent 20.3 45.9 33.8 100 

Total 

Respons
e 

58 114 128 
300 

Per cent 19.3 38.0 42.7 100 

      

 
Portrayal of Tradition and culture in soaps  

     Indian culture often labeled as an amalgamation of several cultures. The culture of 
India refers to the way of life of the people of India. Three regions of Andhra Pradesh have 
different dialects, religions, dance, music, food and customs which differ from place to place 
within the state.  Soap operas viewers in focused group discussion opined Telugu culture 
misinterpreted in Telugu soaps.  
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Viewers compared Telugu soap operas with other language soaps and pointed out many 
differences between north and Telugu soaps in relation to projection of cultural aspects like 
dressing, lifestyle, language and customs. Most of the viewer’s made it clear that Telugu soap 
operas don’t portray AP’s culture; they mix state culture with other cultures only for name 
sack they add few episodes celebrated traditionally during big festivals. When asked the same 
question during the survey 47% of them said no to cultural values in soaps, 33% gave yes as 
answer and 20% said not necessary to showcase once culture.
Issues related to Women in soaps 
This section contains the data on type of stereotypical portrayal of women and influence of 
this type of portrayal on viewers.
 Portrayal of Women in soaps 
Soaps portray professional career women who are authoritative, wealthy and suc
women are almost always villainous in some way. In addition to being vilified, they are also 
often lonely or in search of love which they can never quite obtain because of who they are. 
Consequently, even though soaps portray professional ca
way unfulfilled. Same thing reflected in the survey and FGD’s of this study. 

48% of the respondents told there is lot of disrespect towards women in soaps and 20% said 
the portrayal is decent enough and 32% where neut
Role of serials in increasing violence on Women 
The chart below indicates an overwhelming of 61% of viewers opined that the portrayal of 
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violence in soaps against women is one of the reason 26% felt soaps are the major reason for 
the increase of violence. FGD’s respondents also supported this said that people who don’t 
know about crime are also committing after viewing in serials. 13% said soaps are not the 
major reason for crime against women in society.  (Please see below)

Soaps empowering women 
The researcher made an attempt to know whether soaps are educating women by showing the 
basic rights they should have like minimum education, career, empowerment, freedom in 
decision making and respect in society etc… Both survey and focused group discussio
out with the same outcome which is given in the chart below indicates an alarming percentage 
of respondents (61%) say there is no content related to empowerment of women rather what is 
shown is household fights and revenge taking lady villains. Ver
empowerment related elements are included in the daily soaps which they watch. (Please see 
below) 

 Female villains in soap operas
Heavy negative opinions from respondents have been identified in survey as well as FGD’s 
about the concept of lady villains. 
character. Their language, dressing and behavior is awful and objectionable these ladies are 
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ence. FGD’s respondents also supported this said that people who don’t 

know about crime are also committing after viewing in serials. 13% said soaps are not the 

 

he researcher made an attempt to know whether soaps are educating women by showing the 
basic rights they should have like minimum education, career, empowerment, freedom in 
decision making and respect in society etc… Both survey and focused group discussions came 
out with the same outcome which is given in the chart below indicates an alarming percentage 
of respondents (61%) say there is no content related to empowerment of women rather what is 

y less respondents (39%) felt 
empowerment related elements are included in the daily soaps which they watch. (Please see 

 

Heavy negative opinions from respondents have been identified in survey as well as FGD’s 
“They are highlighted a lot in soaps rather a positive 

character. Their language, dressing and behavior is awful and objectionable these ladies are 
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depicted as always in search of men irrespective of married or not” told Vahi
vizag. When asked about viewers feeling on this kind of portrayal 64% of them dislike these 
characters in soaps only 22% said they like and 14% remained neutral. 

 

Gender discrimination in soap operas
In an attempt to know whether any kind of gender discrimination is portrayed in soaps or not 
when asked about this to viewers, 43% of the respondents said yes and it is depicted by 
restricting women only to kitchen and TV room few (34%) said through son pr
some (23%) gave higher education is only for male child as option. (Please see below) 
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depicted as always in search of men irrespective of married or not” told Vahini Rathnam from 
When asked about viewers feeling on this kind of portrayal 64% of them dislike these 

 

In an attempt to know whether any kind of gender discrimination is portrayed in soaps or not 
when asked about this to viewers, 43% of the respondents said yes and it is depicted by 
restricting women only to kitchen and TV room few (34%) said through son preference and 
some (23%) gave higher education is only for male child as option. (Please see below)  
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Attraction of glamor and luxury of soap operas

In focused group discussions out of 10 participants 7 have revealed that the interior, dressing 
of the characters, their houses, luxury look very attractive and they like to watch such 
portrayal, few viewers even accepted they prefer buying them if their financial condition 
supports. But contrast to FGD’s the survey indicated that most of the respondents 54% sa
they won’t get attracted to the luxuries shown in soaps, only 46% expressed that they get  
attracted to the luxury shown in soaps. (Please see below) 

Qualitative content analysis 

In the qualitative content analysis it is observed that although the percentage of socio
values is more in soaps, most of the time these values are portrayed negatively. For instance, 
fights between family members for property, for revenge taking 
very frequently. Few important relationships like mother
and wife are always fighting for some family issues.  Values like respecting elders, affection 
among other family members, and helpi
tension among viewers to grab their attention.  Disrespectful language used by the male and 
female characters of these serials is found commonly in all the soaps. It is also portrayed as 
though family members quite often address each other with objectionable/ vulgar language. 

The frequency of violence is observed as excess in soap operas. Verbal violence is identified 
daily, like threatening to kill someone, warnings, blackmails, harassments etc…Whereas e
week at least one or more murders in action are portrayed in soaps. Economic aspects like 
urban life style is a common feature found in all the soaps, the characters’ attires do not match 
with the context in which the artist is acting. This is giving 

Finally, it is observed that social, cultural and economic values found in soap operas are 
mostly portrayed negatively. And based on the quantitative content analysis the duration of the 
negative values is more than the positive
content is double than the positive content of a five day soap in a week. 

In-depth interviews with the soap operas directors:
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Attraction of glamor and luxury of soap operas 

In focused group discussions out of 10 participants 7 have revealed that the interior, dressing 
acters, their houses, luxury look very attractive and they like to watch such 

portrayal, few viewers even accepted they prefer buying them if their financial condition 
supports. But contrast to FGD’s the survey indicated that most of the respondents 54% sa
they won’t get attracted to the luxuries shown in soaps, only 46% expressed that they get  
attracted to the luxury shown in soaps. (Please see below)  

In the qualitative content analysis it is observed that although the percentage of socio
values is more in soaps, most of the time these values are portrayed negatively. For instance, 
fights between family members for property, for revenge taking and for love affairs are shown 
very frequently. Few important relationships like mother-in-law and daughter
and wife are always fighting for some family issues.  Values like respecting elders, affection 
among other family members, and helping each other, are missing in order to increase the 
tension among viewers to grab their attention.  Disrespectful language used by the male and 
female characters of these serials is found commonly in all the soaps. It is also portrayed as 

bers quite often address each other with objectionable/ vulgar language. 

The frequency of violence is observed as excess in soap operas. Verbal violence is identified 
daily, like threatening to kill someone, warnings, blackmails, harassments etc…Whereas e
week at least one or more murders in action are portrayed in soaps. Economic aspects like 
urban life style is a common feature found in all the soaps, the characters’ attires do not match 
with the context in which the artist is acting. This is giving mostly unrealistic appeal. 

Finally, it is observed that social, cultural and economic values found in soap operas are 
mostly portrayed negatively. And based on the quantitative content analysis the duration of the 
negative values is more than the positive values, and even the frequency of the negative 
content is double than the positive content of a five day soap in a week.  
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In focused group discussions out of 10 participants 7 have revealed that the interior, dressing 
acters, their houses, luxury look very attractive and they like to watch such 

portrayal, few viewers even accepted they prefer buying them if their financial condition 
supports. But contrast to FGD’s the survey indicated that most of the respondents 54% said 
they won’t get attracted to the luxuries shown in soaps, only 46% expressed that they get  

 

In the qualitative content analysis it is observed that although the percentage of socio-cultural 
values is more in soaps, most of the time these values are portrayed negatively. For instance, 

and for love affairs are shown 
law and daughter-in-law, husband 

and wife are always fighting for some family issues.  Values like respecting elders, affection 
ng each other, are missing in order to increase the 

tension among viewers to grab their attention.  Disrespectful language used by the male and 
female characters of these serials is found commonly in all the soaps. It is also portrayed as 

bers quite often address each other with objectionable/ vulgar language.  

The frequency of violence is observed as excess in soap operas. Verbal violence is identified 
daily, like threatening to kill someone, warnings, blackmails, harassments etc…Whereas every 
week at least one or more murders in action are portrayed in soaps. Economic aspects like 
urban life style is a common feature found in all the soaps, the characters’ attires do not match 

mostly unrealistic appeal.  

Finally, it is observed that social, cultural and economic values found in soap operas are 
mostly portrayed negatively. And based on the quantitative content analysis the duration of the 

values, and even the frequency of the negative 
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The directors of these soap operas Mr. Yata Sathya Narayana (ETV-Chandra Muki) and 
Mr.Prabakar (Muddu Bidda and Anna Chellelu) also agreed that the values are misrepresented 
in most of their soap operas as well and expressed that they are helpless in this regard as they 
blame the viewers for making them include lot of negative content because the TRP’s are 
going down if there is no negativity in the content of these soaps. Mr. Yata Sathya Narayana 
and Mr.Prabakar said they are compelled to include provoking language, indecent language 
for few episodes to attract the attentions of the viewers. Disrespectful language between wife 
and husband in the current society has become common so they questioned what is wrong in 
portraying that is happening in society through their serials. They agreed to the fact that the 
language culture, dressing culture, relationships are changing in society taking that change in 
to consideration these soaps are made. 

Whereas Mr.Prabakar says that he is more concerned for the people who are dependent on him 
directly for their livelihood were as viewers who are only money making sources for him, so 
he admits that such negative content which attracts public is necessary to gain profits to save 
his team and get benefits for the channel which is running his soap operas. He also said if 
anyone who thinks the content is not good to watch the remote-control is in their hands they 
can tune the channel.  

Both the directors felt there is no need of any censor board for soap operas, as viewer are free 
to censor what they don’t want. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A common assumption is that people are highly critical about soap opera content. They are 
accepting that the soaps have negative content more than positive but are not rejecting them 
completely, watching and criticizing. Thus the audience is frequently described as mindless, 
undiscriminating, duped, vulnerable, and so forth (Livingstone and Lunt, 1994: 71) this is 
proved true in case of Telugu soap opera viewers.  

In all the areas of research there is a good viewership for soap operas. Most of the soap opera 
viewers are middle aged homemakers. Soap opera viewers are reluctant to leave the habit of 
watching soaps so they want to continue their habit of viewing by adding new soaps to their 
daily routine.  Out of the four serials those selected for the study Mogalirekullu was liked by 
most of the viewers for its presentation and content in relation to social, cultural, economic 
values compared with other three soaps. This indicates that viewers watch all soaps whether 
good or bad but appreciates and remember only positive serials than negative..    

Women as central character/ protagonists   

Respondents felt that all most all the soap operas central characters are women. The entire 
story revolves around one or many women and their relationship with husband, in laws and 
other relatives and problem they face with them. But in process of highlighting the family 
issues related to women most of the soaps are depicting women negative and as dominating 
character of the family than men. Most of the respondents explained that soap operas portray 
two kind of women one is good and family oriented women and the other is bad and villainies 
women, and bad women dominates the story completely till the end and good ones suffer 
throughout the soap and scarifies everything for no strong reason. Power politics are mostly 
shown between daughter in law and mother in law, as the result men in house get disturbed 
only good character suffer a lot in soaps and negative characters have all the luxury and 
enjoyment there is no balance maintained. Respondents expressed that the portrayal of women 
is not close to reality. Viewers opined that in reality every family has some differences in 
thoughts but they won’t go to an extent of killing each other such incidents rarely happen in 
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some areas but these are regularly reflecting in all the soaps these days.  

Few respondents felt soaps can be good means to educated women along with entertainment 
by informing about the rights they have in relation to law and order, career opportunities how 
to handle family and career together etc… but current portrayal is completely ignoring these 
aspects and there is no content on women empowerment in soaps what is always focused up 
on is stereotyping women and only highlighting women and her family issues negatively. 

 All most half of the respondents said that in spite of lot of awareness on gender 
discrimination in Indian society still it exists and soaps are also playing crucial role indirectly 
in encouraging this evil. They said by restricting women characters to kitchen and only to 
family this discrimination is portrayed, very rarely women in serials are portrayed as working. 
Few viewers added that by showing preference for male child girl child is portrayed as burden 
to family in some soaps like in Anna cheellelu serial. They identified that good education and 
career are shown as right of men than women. They also pointed out that soaps portray 
educated women in a negative way showing them as uncultured in dressing, arrogant and 
disrespectful towards in-laws and relatives. 

The content analysis indicates that lot of socio-cultural values like family relationships; 
respect for elders, honesty, trust, tradition and customs are misrepresented and most of the 
time they are presented negatively in these soaps. The data obtained through focused group 
discussion and survey also indicates the same and observed that viewers of all age groups  in 
six districts are critical about the excess negative content related to values and portrayal of 
women in Telugu soap operas, a small section of audience raised concern on this negative 
content in serials and its influence on younger generation and on few homemakers. Whereas 
economic aspects like urban lifestyle and luxurious spending are enjoyed by women viewers 
but such portrayal is not motivating them to buy in reality. Even the soap opera directors in the 
In-depth interviews agreed that the negative portrayal of values is excess in Telugu soaps and 
they blamed audience for encouraging such content by watching and affecting TRP’s if not 
included such negative content.   

Finally, the following inferences can be drawn based on the data emerging from the 
qualitative data and the survey 

 The audiences are not passive. 

 They are critical about the content particularly the portrayal of the socio-cultural 
values. 

 Respondents are not influenced by the portrayal but a perception shared by a section is 
that there is a likelihood of some people being influenced by such portrayal.  

Viewers requested and suggested for positive portrayal of family and cultural values as the 
women, children and youth are watching soaps regularly and there is every chance of they 
getting influenced by these values in future if not prevented at the right time. Viewers want a 
monitoring body like censor to frequently check the content of soaps as there is more 
objectionable content portrayed in Telugu soap operas. 
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